
BEDI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, BAREILLY 
CLASS: IV                                                              SUBJECT: Computer 

CHAPTER: 4( TUX Paint) 
    

A. Fill in the blanks: 
1. We can draw various Filled and Unfilled polygonal of shapes using the Shapes tool. 
2. New tool is used to create and open a new file in Tux Paint. 
3. We can choose any frame from the Starters to start a new drawing. 
4. Edges magic effect is used to trace edges from the already drawn images. 
5. The Rainbow effect draws a train of rainbow colours as you drag the mouse on the drawing area. 
6. In tux paint, penguin helps you to know more about various tools. 

B. State True or False: 
1. There are 18 different shapes available in the sub-toolbox of the Shapes tool. FALSE 
2. We have no option to choose a picture as the starting background of a new file. FALSE 
3. The Real Rainbow effect draws a similar kind of rainbow which we see in the sky. TRUE 
4. Tux paint is available in more than 95 different languages.  FALSE 
5. We can only draw green coloured grass using the Grass magic effect. FALSE 
6. The Edges effect differentiates the edges from the rest of the picture. TRUE 

C. Match the following: 

1. Smudge effect    6.  

2. Magic tool    4.  

3. Rainbow effect    3.  

4. Foam effect    1.  

5. Grass effect    2.  

6. Edges effect    5.  

D. Multiple choice questions: 

1. We can create a dripping effect of wet paint using the Drip effect of Magic tool. 
a. Drip√   b. Smudge   c. Foam 

2. Wavelets effect adds vertical wavy effects in our picture. 
a. Waves   b. Wavelets√  c. Tornado 

3. We can rotate the shape upto 3600 degrees. 
a. 1800    b. 260 0   c. 3600√ 

4. There are 47 different background colours and starters with which you can start a new drawing. 
a. 40    b. 45    c. 47√ 

5. Bill Kendrick is the lead developer and designer of Tux Pint. 
a. Mark Zuckerberg  b. Bill Kendrick√  c. None of these 



E. Answer the following: 

1. What is the use of Shapes tool? 
  Ans.: Shapes tool is used to draw various filled and unfilled polygonal shapes. 

2. Which tool is used to start a new drawing? 
  Ans.: We use New tool to start a new drawing. 

3. What is the use of Drip Magic effect? 
   Ans.: Drip Magic effect gives the dripping effect to our drawing. The colour is scattered and 
dripped away like water.  

 
4. Name the tool that is used to smoothly mix two different colours. 
 Ans.: Smudge tool is used to mix two different colours smoothly. 
 
5. How is the Waves effect different from Wavelets effect? 

Ans. Waves effect is used to wiggle any picture side to side(horizontal). 
    Wavelets effect wiggles any picture up and down(Vertical). 
 
6. Briefly explain the Rainbow and real Rainbow effect. 
Ans. Rainbow effect draws a trail of rainbow colours as you drag the magic wand on the   
         drawing area. Real Rainbow allows you to draw a rainbow that we see in the sky  
         after a rainfall. 
 
Extra questions. 
 
1. How many different background colour and pictures are present in tux paint? 
Ans.  47 background colour and pictures are available in tux paint. 

2. Which bird in tux paint helps you to know more about various tools? 
Ans. Penguin 

3. Tux paint is translated in how many different languages? 
Ans. 85 languages 


